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Errata
These are corrections to previous LoARs.
November 1986
MIDDLE
Françoise Katze. Name correction from Francoise Katze. 
Listed on the LoAR as Francoise Katze, both the forms and the documentation had the spelling Françoise.
October 1987
ANSTEORRA
Brigitta Olavsdatter of Kiel. Name correction from Brigetta Olavsdatter of Kiel. Argent, a tyger rampant pean within an orle azure charged with a tressure Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as Brigetta Olavsdatter of Kiel, her name was registered as Brigitta Olavsdatter of Kiel on the 01/1986 LoAR.
February 1989
WEST
Byran Ciúinchalaidh. Blazon correction. Azure, on a saltire argent a unicorn's head couped gules, a bordure argent. 
Listed on the LoAR as a "unicorn head's", we are correcting the typo.
June 1989
EAST
Nikolai Jaggar. Name change correction from Nikolai Jäger. 
Listed on the LoAR as a change from the name Nikolai Jager, the form registered 12/1988 had the umlaut in the byname. His old name, Nikolai Jäger, is released.
August 1989
MIDDLE
Ulrich Vikingsjäger. Name correction from Ulrich Vikingsjager. Azure, a portcullis within a bordure embattled Or, charged in pale with two compass stars azure. 
Listed on the LoAR as Ulrich Vikingsjager, his name was registered as Ulrich Vikingsjäger on the 02/1982 LoAR.
February 1990
MIDDLE
Françoise Katze. Name correction from Françoise Katze. Gyronny argent, ermined gules, and gules, a winged cat sejant affronty, wings displayed, sable. 
Listed on the LoAR as Françoise Katze, her name was registered as Francoise Katze on the 11/1986 LoAR and corrected to Françoise Katze above.
January 1991
MIDDLE
Brenainn O'Murchadha de Ros Comain. Name correction from Brénainn ó Murchadha de Ros Comáin for The Brothers Martial of the Cross Damasson.. 
Listed on the LoAR as a household name for Brénainn ó Murchadha de Ros Comáin, his name was registered as Brenainn O'Murchadha de Ros Comain on the 07/1986 LoAR.
Tristan der Fackeltträger. Name correction from Tristan der Fackelträger. Per pale and chevronelly argent and sable, a torch gules inflamed proper and a chief rayonny gules. 
Listed on the LoAR as Tristan der Fackelträger, his name was registered as Tristan der Fackeltträger on the 02/1990 LoAR.
December 1991
MERIDIES
Gabriella Francesca Qlejja de Warre. Name correction from Gabriella Francesca Quelja de Warren. Per fess indented gules and checky sable and argent, in chief three Maltese crosses argent. 
Listed on the LoAR as Gabriella Francesca Quelja de Warren, her name was registered as Gabriella Francesca Qlejja de Warre on the 02/1989 LoAR via Meridies. Qlejja is a Maltese place name.
March 1993
OUTLANDS
Al-Barran, Barony of. Name correction. (fieldless) A wheel sable charged with a doe lodged guardant Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as a badge for the Order of the Desert Fawn, this order name has never been registered.
August 1995
MERIDIES
Aleksina Taisiya Rogvolodovna. Name correction from Aleksina Taisiya Rogvolodvna. Per fess vert and counter-ermine, a fess potenty, in chief a ferret statant argent masked sable. 
Listed on the LoAR as Aleksina Taisiya Rogvolodvna, her name was registered as Aleksina Taisiya Rogvolodovna on the July 1991 LoAR.
March 1997
ATLANTIA
Wayne of Ponte Alto. Blazon correction. Per bend sinister indented Or and sable, a cross of Cleves azure and a flame Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as a cross of Cleaves, we are correcting the typo.
May 1998
AN TIR
Richard Sparhawke. Name correction from Richard Sparhawk. Or, a horse rampant a bordure embattled sable. 
Listed on the LoAR as a device for Richard Sparhawk, his name was registered as Richard Sparhawke on the 10/1992 LoAR.
October 1998
LAUREL
Ann Christopher of Cheshire. Blazon correction. Argent, a goblet sable between two roses gules, barbed and seeded proper, and on a chief azure a decrescent moon, between the horns a mullet argent. 
This, originally blazoned as Argent, a goblet sable between two roses gules, barbed and seeded proper, and on a chief azure a decrescent, between the horns a mullet, argent on the March 1978 LoAR, was corrected on the errata letter to Argent, a goblet sable between two roses gules, barbed and seed proper, and on a chief azure a decrescent moon, between the horns a mullet argent, introducing a typo which we are correcting here.
July 1999
ANSTEORRA
Katrine of Roscommon. Name correction from Katerine of Roscommon. Per chevron vert and argent, three domestic cats sejant one and two and an open scroll counterchanged. 
Listed on the LoAR as Katerine of Roscommon, her name was registered as Katrine of Roscommon on the October 1997 LoAR.
June 2002
MIDDLE
Middle Marches, Barony of the. Blazon correction for badge for the Order of the Golden Affodile. (Fieldless) Two swords inverted in saltire surmounted by a daffodil bell to dexter Or slipped and leaved vert. 
The LoAR accidentally dropped the word '(Fieldless)'.
September 2002
ATLANTIA
Brienna Llewllyn Lindsay. Device change. Per chevron azure and argent, two horse's heads couped addorsed and a harp counterchanged. 
Listed on the LoAR as a new device, this was in fact a device change. Her previous device, reg. 09/1984 via Meridies, Per chevron azure and argent, a chevron counter-ermine between two horse's heads couped addorsed and a harp counterchanged, is hereby released.
MERIDIES
Gabriella Francesca Qlejja de Warre. Name correction from Gabriella Francesca Quelja de Warren. (Fieldless) A fleur-de-lys per pale gules and checky sable and argent. 
Listed on the LoAR as Gabriella Francesca Quelja de Warren, her name was registered as Gabriella francesca Qlejja de Warre on the 02/1989 LoAR via Meridies. Qlejja is a Maltese place name.
September 2004
MERIDIES
Sunnifa Róðgeirsdóttir. Name change from Sunnifa Rodgeirsdóttir. 
Listed on the LoAR as a new name, this was in fact a name change. Her previous name, reg. 02/2002, Sunnifa Rodgeirsdóttir, is hereby released.
November 2004
ANSTEORRA
Medb Liath. Device change. Azure, six round buckles Or. 
The LoAR failed to note that her previous device, Per saltire vert and azure, a Norse sun cross within a bordure embattled Or, registered 04/2001, was released.
May 2005
ATLANTIA
Gyrth Oldcastle of Ravenspur. Name correction for acceptance of transfer of household name House Deartharacha di Trithi. 
Listed on the LoAR as House Deartharacha de Trithi, the registered form of the name is House Deartharacha di Trithi, reg. 08/1979.
Michael Oldcastle of Ravenspur. Name correction for acceptance of transfer of household name House Deartharacha di Trithi. 
Listed on the LoAR as House Deartharacha de Trithi, the registered form of the name is House Deartharacha di Trithi, reg. 08/1979.

